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Abstract 

The global zoo and aquarium community widely recognizes that its animal collections and 

cooperatively managed breeding programs are facing a sustainability crisis. Furthermore, it has 

become commonly accepted that numerous priority species cannot be maintained unless new 

management strategies are adopted. While molecular (i.e., DNA) data have the potential to greatly 

improve management across a range of scenarios, they have been generally underutilized by the zoo 

and aquarium community. This failure to effectively apply molecular data to collection management 

has been due, in part, to a paucity of resources within the community on which to base informed 

decisions about when the use of such data are appropriate and what steps are necessary to 

successfully integrate data into management once they are collected. Here, we identify three broad 

areas of inquiry where molecular data can inform management: 1) taxonomic identification; 2) 

incomplete or unknown pedigrees; and 3) hereditary disease. Across these topics, we offer a 

discussion of the advantages, limitations, and considerations for applying molecular data to 

collection and breeding program management in a style accessible to zoo and aquarium 

professionals. Ultimately, we intend for this compiled information to serve as a resource for the 

community to help ensure that molecular projects directly and effectively benefit the long-term 

sustainability of captive animal collections. 

Keywords: captive breeding, population management, species identification, kinship estimation, 

hereditary disease, inbreeding 
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Introduction 1 

Zoos and aquariums are increasingly interested in using molecular data, also colloquially referred to 2 

as “DNA data”, to inform management of animal collections. However, use of molecular techniques 3 

requires expertise to evaluate which are appropriate for specific management questions and the 4 

conditions necessary to achieve conclusive results. The general mystery and uncertainty 5 

surrounding molecular data within the zoo and aquarium community also makes it challenging to 6 

forge partnerships with academic or commercial laboratories. Furthermore, although external 7 

researchers can provide the necessary technical expertise for generating and analyzing data, they 8 

may be unfamiliar with how to integrate results into management. In one effort to overcome some 9 

of the basic challenges to applying molecular data to zoo and aquarium collection management, a 10 

new Scientific Advisory Group (SAG) – Molecular Data for Population Management – was recently 11 

established through the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA). This SAG was established to 12 

assist the association’s primarily USA-based membership, as well as the global zoo and aquarium 13 

community, with inquiries related to molecular data generation, analyses, and integration into the 14 

management of captive populations.  15 

An increased focus on utilizing molecular data for captive population management is timely, given 16 

that zoo and aquarium associations around the world now recognize that they are facing a 17 

sustainability crisis and that small, genetically depauperate captive populations have poor prospects 18 

for long-term self-sustainability (Dickie, 2009; Lees & Wilcken, 2009; Conway, 2011; Leus, 19 

Traylor-Holzer & Lacy, 2011; Lacy, 2013). Because no single zoo or aquarium has the space or 20 

resources to maintain a viable, closed population of a particular species (see Gusset et al. 2014), 21 

regional associations like AZA have developed cooperate management programs that provide a 22 

framework for facilities to collectively breed and maintain priority collection species; AZA’s 23 

programs are Species Survival Plans® (SSPs). Numerous challenges to population sustainability 24 
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have been well-documented elsewhere (Conway, 2011; Leus et al., 2011; Lacy, 2013), but here we 25 

specifically focus on topics that can be informed through the application of molecular data. In our 26 

experience, the most common scenarios for the application of molecular data to management can be 27 

broadly grouped into three categories – taxonomic identification, incomplete or unknown pedigrees, 28 

and hereditary disease.  29 

The broadest goal of captive breeding programs is to maintain demographically robust, genetically 30 

diverse populations (Ralls & Ballou, 1986, 2004; Foose & Ballou, 1988; Balmford, Mace & 31 

Leader-Williams, 1996; Ivy, Miller, Lacy & Dewoody, 2009; Lacy, 2013). The primary foundation 32 

of these programs is the identification of a group of individuals that represents a meaningful species 33 

or subspecies for management (Ryder, 1986; Fraser & Bernatchez, 2001), yet taxonomic 34 

delineations are not always clear and animal origins have not always been recorded. Within captive 35 

breeding programs, maintaining long-term genetic diversity relies on breeding strategies that 36 

minimize kinship (i.e., relationship) across a population (Ballou & Lacy, 1995; Fernández & Toro, 37 

1999; Sonesson & Meuwissen, 2001). However, because these strategies rely on accurate pedigrees, 38 

incomplete or poorly known pedigrees can hamper genetic management.   Finally, mitigating the 39 

spread of hereditary disease is an important objective of sustaining healthy, viable populations 40 

(Laikre, 1999), as disease also can contribute to the loss of genetic diversity by removing 41 

individuals from the breeding population. In certain situations, molecular data can provide insights 42 

to help resolve each of these management challenges.  43 

Until recently, there was a reliance on small numbers of molecular markers to aid in the 44 

management of captive populations, due primarily to the prevailing, cost-effective technologies that 45 

were available. This limited analyses and the scope of impact molecular data had on managing zoo 46 

and aquarium collections. Fortunately, in the past decade, new technologies and methodological 47 

advancements have revolutionized molecular research  (Luikart et al., 2003; Kohn, Murphy, 48 
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Ostrander & Wayne, 2006; Shendure & Ji, 2008; Allendorf, Hohenlohe & Luikart, 2010; Tautz et 49 

al., 2010). Today, larger magnitudes of molecular data can be obtained for lower costs and over 50 

shorter periods of time, vastly expanding our repertoire of molecular analyses and possibilities for 51 

improving the genetic management of captive populations. 52 

Our objective is to review the benefits, challenges and best practices for applying molecular data to 53 

zoo and aquarium collection management. Table 1 provides an abbreviated overview of 54 

management questions and scenarios discussed in more detail below. We aim to help collection and 55 

population managers improve the probability of project success and avoid common pitfalls 56 

associated with applying molecular data to their collections and breeding programs. We further 57 

intend the compiled information to serve as a resource for zoo and aquarium professionals to use 58 

when establishing external collaborations to generate and analyze molecular data.  59 

 60 

Management Topics that can Benefit from Molecular Data 61 

Taxonomic Identification 62 

Taxonomy, or the classification of individuals into species, subspecies, or other relevant biological 63 

groupings, is complex, ambiguous and often lacks accordance across various quantitative measures 64 

(e.g., physical traits). This poses a particular challenge for captive populations, as identifying a 65 

group of individuals that represents a meaningful management unit forms the very foundation of a 66 

captive breeding program (Ryder, 1986; Fraser & Bernatchez, 2001). Consider the Galapagos giant 67 

tortoise, Chelonoidis nigra. Prior to the late 1990’s, there was discordance among researchers 68 

regarding taxonomic delineations and disagreement about how best to assign individuals across 69 

captive breeding groups (Caccone, Gibbs, Ketmaier, Suatoni & Powell, 1999; Caccone et al., 2002). 70 

Over the last two decades, molecular investigations have provided additional information on which 71 
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to base management decisions (Caccone et al., 1999, 2002; Burns et al., 2003; Russello et al., 72 

2007). Although taxonomic discussions continue for C. nigra (see Loire & Galtier 2017), this 73 

example demonstrates a common aspiration within the zoo and aquarium community to apply 74 

molecular data to taxonomic identification for the purposes of clarifying how to structure captive 75 

breeding programs or identifying specific individuals that should be included in or excluded from 76 

breeding efforts. Two scenarios where molecular data may be of use are species or subspecies 77 

classification and ascertainment of hybridization. 78 

Species and Subspecies Classification 79 

When species or subspecies identity is uncertain, most management inquiries represent one of two 80 

possible scenarios. The most straightforward scenario occurs when researchers have already 81 

conclusively identified meaningful management units (species, subspecies, or in some cases even 82 

populations) and a captive breeding program simply wishes to confirm taxonomic identity through 83 

established molecular methods (e.g., Vega et al. 2014). These types of analyses are often 84 

straightforward, but are reliant on previously established molecular assays and access to the 85 

reference data that define the genetic differences between the management units. Under this 86 

scenario, only the individuals of interest need be sampled and analyzed. The more common, but 87 

notably more complicated scenario involves the use of molecular data to delineate the initial, 88 

meaningful management units. This requires sampling across a range of wild populations to 89 

adequately characterize the genetic differences that ultimately define species, subspecies, or 90 

populations. Sampling a captive population alone is not sufficient. Thus, forming a collaboration 91 

with researchers who have the means to obtain larger datasets will increase project success. 92 

Defining meaningful management units is further complicated because estimates of divergence 93 

times range across species and it can be unclear how much divergence would suggest that one unit 94 

be classified as separate from another (see Carstens et al. 2013 for a review).  95 
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The molecular markers used for classification are an important consideration. Sequence data from 96 

both mitochondrial and nuclear DNA (e.g., microsatellites) have been most commonly used over 97 

the past two decades (Box 1). Numerous species now have mitochondrial ‘barcode’ data available 98 

from at least a portion of their wild ranges, which may be sufficient for confirming species identity 99 

(reviewed in Hajibabaei et al. 2007; however also see Taylor & Harris 2012). However, studies 100 

have found that mitochondrial markers do not always provide a complete ancestral history, and the 101 

use of dense nuclear markers is now recommended for many new projects as they may be more 102 

informative (e.g. Kutschera et al. 2014; Diaz-Arce et al. 2016; Dool et al. 2016; Wallis et al. 2017). 103 

Dense nuclear marker options include single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs; e.g. Diaz-Arce et al. 104 

2016), introns (e.g. Kutschera et al. 2014; Dool et al. 2016) or nuclear gene sequences (e.g. Wallis 105 

et al. 2017).  106 

If zoo and aquarium collection managers are interested in classification below the species level, 107 

before molecular work is initiated, it is essential to confirm that any management changes warranted 108 

by molecular results can be implemented. The greater the species delineations, the more difficult it 109 

becomes to maintain distinct captive populations. Although maintaining several captive populations 110 

of a single species when subspecies or population delineations are a conservation priority is possible 111 

(e.g., AZA’s Red Panda SSP manages Ailurus fulgens fulgens and A.f. refulgens separately), limited 112 

facility capacities will typically result in the establishment of small, demographically insecure and 113 

genetically depauperate populations. Thus, in all but the most critical circumstances, mixing 114 

subspecies or actively phasing all but one subspecies out of captive breeding programs is typically 115 

more feasible. In some cases, mixing lower taxonomic delineations is actually seen as a favorable 116 

way to increase genetic diversity (see Weeks et al. 2016) and, as long as adaptive potential is 117 

maintained, any loss of adaptation to specific environments will naturally be selected for in future 118 

generations should reintroduction occur. Case Studies: Recent molecular analyses (Eaton, Martin, 119 
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Thorbjarnarson & Amato, 2009; Shirley, Villanova, Vliet & Austin, 2015), including mitochondrial 120 

sequencing (Box 1), have been instrumental in delineating three morphologically cryptic species of 121 

African dwarf crocodiles (genus Osteolaemus). Physical markers were historically used to describe 122 

a single Osteolaemus species comprised of two subspecies, but molecular data have revealed clear 123 

species-level genetic divergence between populations from the three major biogeographic zones of 124 

Western Africa. Because Osteolaemus have not yet been widely bred in captivity, this information 125 

is critically instructive for current and future collection management and establishment of formal 126 

captive breeding programs (Schmidt, Franke, Shirley, Vliet & Villanova, 2015). The results of 127 

recent molecular research on dama gazelle (Nanger dama) present a contrasting scenario. Senn et 128 

al. (2014) used mitochondrial sequencing to investigate genetic differences between a variable 129 

number of subspecies described across a cline in dorsal coloration. Because dama gazelles are 130 

critically endangered (IUCN 2016) and captive animals undoubtedly represent assurance 131 

populations for this species, accurate taxonomic classification is important for appropriately 132 

structuring captive breeding programs. After finding no genetic support for three putative 133 

subspecies, Senn et al. (2014) concluded that captive populations should be managed as a single 134 

taxonomic unit, in spite of coloration differences, to maximally maintain genetic diversity.   135 

Hybridization 136 

A second scenario wherein molecular data may aid in taxonomic identification is when species, or 137 

in some cases subspecies, are known or suspected to have hybridized. Hybridization events can 138 

occur when zoos and aquariums maintain morphologically similar species or subspecies in their 139 

collections (e.g. Heloderma beaded lizards, slender-snouted crocodiles [Shirley et al. 2013]), but 140 

questions regarding hybridization also arise when animals are acquired from private sources that do 141 

not maintain pedigrees or detailed records on animal origins. In many respects, hybridization 142 

inquiries are similar to those for species or subspecies classification. In fact, the ability to detect 143 
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hybrids is dependent on the previous establishment of clear taxonomic distinctions. Thus, sampling 144 

and molecular marker considerations outlined above also apply to molecular detection of hybrids.  145 

Hybridization investigations are not always feasible, however. A first-generation hybrid, where 146 

each half of an individual’s genome represents a clearly defined species or subspecies, is easier to 147 

detect than a hybridization event that is several generations removed. When hybrid individuals 148 

produce offspring, either with a defined taxonomic unit of interest (i.e., backcrossing) or with 149 

another hybrid, it becomes increasingly challenging to detect decreasing or mixed degrees of 150 

hybridization in descendants (Wayne & Shaffer, 2016). Identifying hybridization events in these 151 

cases requires dense molecular markers for adequate resolution (Twyford & Ennos, 2012; 152 

Goedbloed et al. 2013). For example, while mitochondrial sequences are commonly used, they are 153 

limited due to their maternal inheritance as they only ascertain the taxonomic origin of an 154 

individual’s dam (e.g. Wallis et al. 2017; Box 1). Mitochondrial sequences must therefore be 155 

supplemented with diagnostic nuclear markers (e.g., SNPs) to fully resolve both sides of an 156 

individual’s ancestry.  157 

Case Study: After being declared extinct in the wild in the 1960s, Przewalski’s horses (Equus ferus 158 

przewalskii), a true wild horse endemic to the Asian steppes, persisted in captivity and was 159 

eventually reintroduced back into Mongolia and China in the 1990s (King, Boyd, Zimmermann & 160 

Kendall, 2015). Founders of the global captive population were known to include at least one 161 

domestic mare (Equus caballus; Oakenfull & Ryder 1998), but conservationists had long speculated 162 

that there might have been additional, undetected hybridization events prior to the captive 163 

population’s formal founding. An astonishingly wide variety of molecular markers have been used 164 

to assess putative hybridization. Such studies have utilized mitochondrial sequencing (Ishida, 165 

Oyunsuren, Mashima, Mukoyama & Saitou, 1995; Oakenfull & Ryder, 1998; Goto et al., 2011), 166 

genetic variation on the X and Y chromosomes (Wallner, Brem, Müller & Achmann, 2003; 167 
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Bowling et al., 2004; Lau et al., 2009), and extensive SNP assays (Wade et al., 2009; McCue et al., 168 

2012). Although some of these molecular investigations have been contradictory, the most recent 169 

and comprehensive genome-based effort by Der Sarkissian et al. (2015) supports the long-held 170 

belief that the population’s A-line (descended from a breeding herd in Munich, Germany) 171 

represents the purest reservoir of Przewalski’s horses remaining. Although this information will 172 

undoubtedly inform future captive breeding efforts, the extensive work required to gain this level of 173 

understanding into Przewalski’s and domestic horse hybridization underscores the resources 174 

necessary to pursue such an investigation.  175 

 176 

Incomplete or Unknown Pedigrees 177 

Two goals for genetic management of zoo and aquarium captive breeding programs are gene 178 

diversity retention and limiting inbreeding (Ballou & Lacy, 1995). Both goals are most effectively 179 

and efficiently accomplished when pedigrees are known and a breeding pair selection strategy that 180 

minimizes overall kinship (i.e., relationship) in a population can be implemented (Ballou & Lacy, 181 

1995; Ivy & Lacy, 2012). Such strategies dynamically select individuals for breeding that exhibit, 182 

on average, low pairwise kinships with the rest of the living population. Incomplete or unknown 183 

pedigrees result in an inability to accurately calculate kinships thereby hampering genetic 184 

management. Uncertain pedigrees can arise for a variety of reasons including: poor historical 185 

recordkeeping (Earnhardt, Thompson & Willis, 1995); uncertain parentage in group-managed 186 

species (e.g., herds or flocks) (Ivy, Putnam, Navarro, Gurr & Ryder, 2016); unknown ancestry from 187 

animals acquired from private sources; and ambiguity surrounding the assumption that founders are 188 

unrelated (Russello & Amato, 2004). While analytical assumptions can be used to fill pedigree gaps 189 

and facilitate kinship calculations, they may be incorrect or based on worst-case scenarios (e.g, 190 

similar-sourced animals are assumed to be full-siblings). Additionally, individuals with unknown 191 
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pedigrees may be excluded from breeding despite their putative genetic valuable to the managed 192 

population. Genetic management of these populations can be improved by applying molecular data 193 

to rebuilding incomplete pedigrees or directly estimating pairwise kinships that can subsequently be 194 

used for breeding pair selection. 195 

Resolving Unknown Parentage 196 

Unknown parentage can be a systemic problem limited to only a small number of individuals 197 

(Figure 1a) or occurring throughout the breadth and/or depth of a pedigree (Figure 1b). Under 198 

certain circumstances, resolving unknown parentage with molecular data can be very 199 

straightforward. However, captive populations tend to be extensively fragmented and managed 200 

through non-random mating strategies ( see Putnam & Ivy 2014; Willoughby et al. 2015). Since 201 

parentage assignment methods rely on population-level allele frequencies that assume random 202 

mating (e.g., Pemberton et al. 1995), they are not appropriate for use with captive populations (Ivy 203 

et al., 2016). Instead, parentage exclusion methods should be employed. Parentage exclusion 204 

methods compare molecular marker data of offspring with putative parents to identify incompatible 205 

genetic profiles, thereby excluding any candidate that fails to share alleles with the offspring from 206 

being a true parent (Jones & Ardren, 2003). With sufficient data, all putative parents except a true 207 

parent should be excluded and the remaining candidate can then be assigned parentage. Note 208 

however, that special considerations regarding choice of molecular marker are required for inbred 209 

populations (Box 2).  210 

Parentage exclusion requires that the offspring of interest and all putative parents be sampled and 211 

analyzed (Jones & Ardren, 2003). If one parent is known, sampling that known parent can notably 212 

improve the likelihood of identifying the remaining true parent (Jamieson & Taylor, 1997). If one or 213 

more putative parents cannot be sampled, it is unlikely that the true parent can be identified. Even 214 

when parentage exclusion is straightforward, the benefits of such an analysis should be carefully 215 
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considered and weighed against the costs. Parentage exclusion is likely to be ineffective for 216 

populations with unknown parentage deep in their historic pedigrees (e.g., many antelope species) 217 

because genetic samples from deceased animals are unlikely to be available (Figure 1b). In small 218 

populations where all individuals are recommended to breed, resolving parentage may be cost 219 

effective because every potential breeding individual is important for maximizing demographic 220 

stability and genetic diversity. Alternatively, in a large population where only a few individuals 221 

have unknown parents, resolving parentage may not have a meaningful impact as those individuals 222 

can be excluded from breeding with little or no cost to sustainability. In the event that parentage 223 

analysis is feasible and advantageous, a final consideration is warranted. That is, if unknown 224 

parentage is a systemic challenge that will be perpetuated into the future, resolving the current 225 

pedigree will only provide a short-term benefit to management and long-term gains will only be 226 

secured if there exists a commitment to continue resolving future unknown parentage with 227 

molecular data.  228 

Case Study: The South American Bushmaster SSP successfully utilized microsatellite data to 229 

identify the sire of what was confirmed to be a genetically valuable clutch of offspring (Pozarowski, 230 

Ivy & Herrmann, 2013). At the time of analysis, the SSP was at its holding capacity and only a 231 

small number of breeding recommendations were being made each year. The pedigree was fully 232 

known, with the exception of a single clutch that had been sired by one of two potential males. One 233 

of the potential sires was the only living descendant of a wild-caught founder, while the other 234 

potential sire was genetically well-represented by numerous living relatives. Microsatellite markers 235 

were used to conclusively identify the genetically valuable male as the sire of the clutch. Although 236 

there were more than enough breeding individuals to maintain the SSP’s population size, the 237 

resolution of this clutch’s pedigree and subsequent return to the pool of breeders conferred a high 238 

genetic benefit and prioritized this clutch for future breeding. 239 
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Empirically Estimating Kinship 240 

When unknown parentage is pervasive throughout the depth of a pedigree (Figure 1b), such that the 241 

ancestries of historic individuals are unknown and those animals are no longer available for 242 

sampling, simple parentage analyses are not sufficient for resolving current kinships. Similarly, 243 

parentage analyses cannot inform the relationships among wild-caught captive population founders 244 

or between animals acquired from private sources and an established captive breeding program. In 245 

these situations, molecular data can be used to directly, empirically estimate kinships (Stadele & 246 

Vigilant, 2016). These molecularly-derived kinships can then be used in lieu of pedigree-based 247 

kinships for breeding pair selection. 248 

For molecularly-derived kinships to functionally replace pedigree-based kinships for genetic 249 

management, substantial sampling across a captive population is necessary to establish a 250 

comprehensive ancestral baseline of empirical kinships from which all living animals descend. The 251 

clearest method of establishing this baseline is to sample all living individuals (excluding post or 252 

non-reproductive [e.g., neutered] individuals). If all living individuals are sampled, molecularly-253 

derived kinships can be estimated for all possible pairs of individuals and a complete kinship matrix 254 

can be produced. If only a portion of living individuals are sampled, molecularly-derived kinships 255 

can only be estimated among sampled individuals and the relationships between sampled and un-256 

sampled individuals remained undefined. The functional outcome in this latter scenario becomes a 257 

substitution of one incomplete kinship matrix (due to an incomplete pedigree) for a second 258 

incomplete kinship matrix (due to incomplete sampling), which fails to resolve the initial problem 259 

of having only a partial pedigree for genetic management. When some amount of contemporary 260 

pedigree is known, sampling every living individual in a population is not necessary for establishing 261 

an ancestral baseline. For example, if an offspring’s parents can be sampled, sampling the offspring 262 

itself is unnecessary because its kinships to the rest of the population can be surmised based on its 263 
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known relationship to each of its parents. Consultation with a zoo and aquarium population 264 

biologist can help determine the extent of necessary population sampling.  265 

Empirical studies estimating relationships within wild populations have historically relied on 266 

microsatellites (see Pemberton et al. 1995; Jones & Ardren 2003), which typically suffer from high 267 

sampling variances and produce inaccurate estimates (Csilléry et al., 2006). This limitation has been 268 

a driving factor in the failure of captive breeding programs to utilize molecular data to empirically 269 

estimate kinships. Today, however, large panels of SNPs can be generated for non-model species 270 

(Davey & Blaxter, 2010; Seeb et al., 2011; Narum, Buerkle, Davey, Miller & Hohenlohe, 2013), 271 

which produce very accurate estimates of kinship for even genetically depauperate zoo and 272 

aquarium populations (Ivy et al., 2016). Captive breeding programs that wish to partner with 273 

academic or commercial laboratories to generate molecular data should insure that SNP data, rather 274 

than microsatellite data, will be collected (Box 1). Numerous methods for generating large panels of 275 

SNPs currently exist, but the most efficient and economical option for many zoo and aquarium 276 

populations at this time is restriction site-associated DNA (RAD) sequencing (Davey & Blaxter, 277 

2010; Peterson, Weber, Kay, Fisher & Hoekstra, 2012; Jeffries et al., 2015; Hoffberg et al., 2016). 278 

Alternatively, full or partial genome sequencing of a small number of individuals can be used to 279 

first identify SNPs and then design an assay to subsequently generate data across a population (e.g., 280 

Norman et al. 2013), but this approach requires more resources initially and thus may be more 281 

expensive. A third option would be to utilize a “SNP chip” already available for a closely related 282 

domestic species (e.g., the bovine SNP chip could be used for other ungulates; Ogden et al. 2012; 283 

also see Bosse et al., 2015), as long as there is a reasonable expectation for recovering a suitable 284 

number of SNPs for kinship estimation (several hundred at a minimum; Ivy et al. 2016) given a 285 

species’ evolutionary distance from its domestic counterpart. As with parentage assignment, 286 

methods typically used to estimate kinships in wild populations often cannot be applied since most 287 
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rely on accurate estimates of allele frequencies, which are not attainable in captive populations (Ivy 288 

et al., 2016). Allele-sharing, as defined in Ballou & Lacy (1995), has been posited to estimate 289 

kinship more accurately (Ivy et al., 2016).  290 

As discussed throughout, the benefits and anticipated impacts of empirical kinship estimation 291 

should be carefully evaluated prior to initiation. If contemporary pedigrees are known and will be 292 

maintained going forward, a single study to resolve historical unknown ancestry could confer 293 

notable benefits to management. However, if unknown parentage will continue to be perpetuated, a 294 

commitment to resolving future pedigrees will be necessary. If such a commitment is lacking, the 295 

most appropriate response might be to implement a less rigorous management strategy that does not 296 

rely on kinships (e.g., regular rotations to limit inbreeding; Wright 1969; Crow & Kimura 1970; 297 

Princee 1995; Mucha & Komen 2016) rather than investing in molecular work that will fail to have 298 

lasting impacts. That is not to say however, that some amount of ongoing molecular work is never 299 

warranted. For zoo and aquarium populations that regularly exchange animals with the private 300 

sector, a one-time study to resolve current kinships could be augmented with future, smaller 301 

analyses to estimate kinships between new acquisitions from private facilities and the established 302 

zoo or aquarium-based population. Finally, the overall structure of a population’s pedigree also can 303 

impact the ultimate worth of molecular work.  For example, resolving kinships among few founders 304 

of a deep pedigree is likely to confer smaller management benefits than resolving kinships among a 305 

larger number of founders of a shallow pedigree (Figure 1; Rudnick and Lacy 2008).  It may be 306 

necessary to consult with a zoo and aquarium population biologist to determine the impact of a 307 

population’s pedigree with regard to molecular work. 308 

Case Studies: To date, the direct utilization of molecularly-derived kinships for the genetic 309 

management of zoo and aquarium-based captive breeding programs remains rare. AZA’s Whooping 310 

Crane (Grus americana) SSP had some early success using microsatellite-based estimates of 311 
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founder relationships (Jones et al., 2002) to guide genetic management. A complete founding 312 

baseline of empirical kinships derived from SNP data has more recently been generated, which now 313 

forms the basis for the program’s breeding pair selection (Boardman, Mace, Peregoy & Ivy, 2017). 314 

Although Australia’s Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilius harissii) captive breeding program was able to 315 

sufficiently sample founders and generate both microsatellite and SNP data (Hogg et al., 2017; 316 

Hogg in prep), due to the species’ extreme lack of genetic diversity, molecular data continue to have 317 

limited application. Ivy et al. (2016) generated accurate SNP-based kinship estimates for AZA’s 318 

Addax (Addax nasomasculatus) SSP, although that work is ongoing and the authors have yet to 319 

establish a complete baseline of empirical kinships from which all living animals descend. Given 320 

the historic challenges associated with microsatellite-based estimates and that methodologies for 321 

generating large panels of SNPs for non-model species have only recently become available, it is 322 

not surprising that more captive breeding programs have yet to successfully employ molecular data 323 

to fully address incomplete pedigrees. We anticipate that a notable number of new studies doing just 324 

that will be forthcoming.  325 

 326 

Disease Heritability 327 

Safeguarding against disease is an integral component of managing animal collections (Laikre, 328 

1999). For zoos and aquariums, disease detection and management encompasses a complex topic 329 

that molecular data can inform in a variety of ways. Diagnostic tests can be instrumental in 330 

establishing pathogen presence or absence within individuals (e.g., mycoplasma infections in desert 331 

tortoises, Gopherus agassizii; Braun et al. 2014), while collection or population-level studies can 332 

inform models of disease transmission (e.g., mycobacteria diversity and transmission dynamics 333 

given epidemiological links within a diverse bird collection; Pfeiffer et al. 2017). Here, we focus on 334 

what our experience suggests to be the disease-related inquiry of primary concern to captive 335 
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breeding managers – ascertaining disease heritability. When a disease or unusual phenotype occurs 336 

in one or a few individuals, questions regarding heritability arise. From a management perspective, 337 

if a disease is known or thought to be heritable, population managers are faced with deciding if 338 

affected animals and their relatives should continue to be part of the breeding population. In small 339 

captive populations, there can be large management implications for excluding animals from 340 

breeding and the need to maintain genetic diversity must be weighed against the possibility of 341 

passing a heritable disease to future generations.  342 

Disease manifestation in an individual can be influenced by either the environment or inheritance, 343 

or a combination of both factors (see Hunter [2005] for a review). Even for heritable diseases that 344 

have an uncomplicated genetic basis, conclusively identifying individual carriers based solely on a 345 

pedigree can still be difficult. For diploid species (animals that receive half of their chromosomes 346 

from a sire and half from a dam), the simplest genetic disease model is based on a recessive 347 

deleterious DNA mutation that results in disease when an individual inherits two copies of the 348 

mutation, one from each parent. Heterozygous individuals, or those possessing only a single copy of 349 

the mutation, do not manifest the disease and have only a 50% chance of passing the disease-350 

causing mutation to an offspring. Thus, although an individual’s probability of carrying a mutation 351 

can be calculated from a pedigree, carriers of the mutation cannot be conclusively identified.     352 

Establishing if a disease is heritable and identifying the genetic mutations underlying that disease 353 

are a significant undertaking. Often, diseases have multiple mutations (polygenic) that additively 354 

result in expression (Lvovs, Favorova & Favorov, 2012). This makes the identification of a carrier 355 

more challenging and the probability of an offspring expressing a disease unclear. Furthermore, 356 

mutations contributing to a given disease are not necessarily all found within a discrete region of the 357 

genome, making it difficult, if not impossible, to design comprehensive detection assays. 358 

Complicating the question of heritability is that many diseases have an environmental component, 359 
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such that disease expression among individuals may be affected by environmental conditions (diet, 360 

temperature, etc.) in ways that are complex and not easy to predict (Hunter, 2005). Establishing to 361 

what degree a disease is heritable and disentangling potential environmental factors typically 362 

requires multiple studies, extensive sampling, and notable expertise in the genetic basis of disease. 363 

For diseases where heritability is unknown, a genome wide association study (GWAS) has recently 364 

become the most popular method to identify if genomic regions are associated with a disease (Risch 365 

& Merikangas, 1996). GWAS involves sequencing and comparing whole genomes of several 366 

affected and non-affected individuals to identify mutations common to those affected and lacking in 367 

those unaffected. After a disease-causing mutation’s location within a genome has been identified, 368 

more affordable molecular methods that target the specific region of that location can be employed 369 

for disease screening. A GWAS requires a sequenced genome, the characterization of which 370 

necessitates extensive molecular expertise, computational power and funding (Box 1). Once a 371 

sequenced genome is available, enough samples of both healthy and affected individuals are 372 

necessary to identify if there is a correlation with the disease and any region of the genome. This 373 

can be particularly challenging if populations are small and disease-causing mutations are rare, as 374 

there may not be enough affected individuals for adequate identification and disambiguation from 375 

environmental factors (e.g., insect bite hypersensitity in horses; Velie et al. 2016). If sufficient 376 

samples can be obtained and a sequenced genome exists, a GWAS can be reasonably 377 

straightforward. Furthermore, if a disease is known to be heritable in a closely related (often 378 

domestic) species, identifying the genomic region involved may be easier to target (e.g., koala and 379 

gibbon retrovirus; Kinney & Pye 2016).  380 

Identifying zoo and aquarium populations that may benefit from GWAS studies to investigate 381 

disease heritability is perhaps less straightforward than similar cost/benefit analyses we have 382 

described throughout.  Given the extensive resources and sampling needs required for such an 383 
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analysis, the largest benefit to confirming heritability and developing a diagnostic test for disease is 384 

likely to occur when there is a reasonable expectation of disease heritability and the disease in 385 

question is notably impacting both collection management and individual animal welfare.  We 386 

caution captive breeding programs against suspending regular breeding and management while 387 

awaiting results from a GWAS study, due to the lengthy timeframes typically required for such 388 

projects and the many negative impacts that can be conferred, both on individuals and populations 389 

(Penfold, Powell, Traylor-Holzer & Asa, 2013) by extended lapses in reproduction.  In the event 390 

that a GWAS study is completed and a diagnostic test is developed for a disease, carriers of genetic 391 

mutations underlying that disease can be identified and that information can be ultimately used to 392 

guide collection management and breeding recommendations. 393 

Case Study: Successfully identifying the genetic basis of a hereditary disease has recently been 394 

accomplished for the California condor (Gymnogyps californianus), a critically endangered species 395 

rescued from extinction by successful captive breeding. The breeding program for California 396 

condors has resulted in a current global population of more than 400 birds descended from 14 397 

population founders. Some founders were suspected to be carriers of genetic mutations for 398 

chondrodystrophy, a disease-causing dwarfism that results in death before or during hatching of 399 

affected offspring. Recently, Steiner et al. (submitted) identified a portion of the California condor 400 

genome that contains the deleterious mutations causing chondrodystrophy and developed a simple 401 

molecular, diagnostic test. This work is expected to notably improve management of the captive 402 

population, as breeding pairs that would result in the expression of chondrodystrophy can be 403 

confidently avoided. The successful outcome of this work was achievable because extensive condor 404 

samples have been collected and stored since the beginning of the breeding program, highlighting 405 

the management benefits to proactively and routinely obtaining biological samples from zoo and 406 

aquarium populations. 407 
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 408 

Challenges and Opportunities 409 

Incorporating molecular data into the maintenance of zoo and aquarium collections has the potential 410 

to revolutionize management, but it is not without challenges. All steps of the process, from 411 

collecting biological samples to the interpretation of results, require considerable coordination and 412 

organization among animal care staff, veterinarians, researchers, and captive breeding program 413 

managers or population biologists (Figure 2). For example, simply selecting the appropriate 414 

individuals to sample, one of the most important considerations for all of the molecular data 415 

applications discussed here, is central to a project’s success. Yet, once the most genetically 416 

informative individuals have been identified, the time required for sample collection is frequently 417 

lengthy and should be factored into a project’s timeline. Prior to sample collection, each institution 418 

must be contacted and a research application often must be completed. Once approved, a blood 419 

sample is typically obtained by a veterinarian, and this opportunity may only arise once a year 420 

during an annual medical exam.  421 

If the zoo and aquarium community is committed to using molecular data as a tool for improved 422 

management, institutions should consider these projects as part of the management process rather 423 

than ‘research’. If a blood sample can be obtained and banked for every animal during its first 424 

veterinary exam or institutional transfer (see Clarke 2009), the time it would take to answer 425 

management questions using molecular methods would be greatly reduced. In addition, as part of 426 

management, addressing questions of taxonomy, kinship, and disease inheritance would not require 427 

institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (ACUC) approval. ACUC’s play a critical role within 428 

the zoo and aquarium community by evaluating the welfare impacts of proposed research projects, 429 

but they require extensive information from researchers to evaluate the appropriateness of 430 

proposals. We advocate that addressing management questions where the research aspect of the 431 
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project (e.g., how to estimate kinship) has already been completed should not require ACUC 432 

approval, which would reduce the required paperwork to more manageable levels when molecular 433 

data must be collected from animals across numerous institutions. Likewise, the establishment of a 434 

standardized biological sample request form for the purpose of improving management would 435 

notably decrease the time required for project completion. 436 

The type of biological samples collected and their storage, whether they are blood, tissue, or more 437 

non-invasive options like feces or feathers, can impact the amount of DNA that may be obtained for 438 

analyses (e.g., Broquet et al. 2007). While obtaining non-invasive samples or samples that are easy 439 

to store (e.g., on filter paper) is appealing, techniques for extracting adequate DNA from these types 440 

of samples for the generation of large panels of SNPs or for genome sequencing are still in 441 

development. Some molecular applications, however, are less dependent on such large, high-quality 442 

amounts of DNA and it may be possible to use non-invasive or easier to store sample options for 443 

taxonomic identification, parentage exclusion, or diagnostic disease testing. In general, blood and 444 

tissue samples must be stored in an appropriate buffer and an ultra-cold (-80C) freezer for long-term 445 

preservation. 446 

For management questions that require large panels of SNPs or genome sequences (Box 1), 447 

computational requirements and data storage capacities pose additional challenges. A benefit to 448 

collaborating with researchers in academia is that universities typically have sufficient computing 449 

infrastructure for data storage and analyses. However, the ability to generate the necessary data 450 

from the appropriate individuals is only a portion of a project. Particularly for inquiries surrounding 451 

the genetic basis of disease and estimating kinship, there are remaining questions on how best to 452 

integrate molecular results into management practices after data are generated. Building 453 

relationships between researchers, zoo and aquarium population biologists, and the broader zoo and 454 
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aquarium community can help guide future research and these relationships will only benefit the 455 

long-term genetic sustainability of animal collections. 456 

The financial costs associated with generating molecular data continue to decline, which is a major 457 

advantage to the management of zoo and aquarium collections. For most parentage analyses and 458 

taxonomic identification questions, where appropriate molecular assays have been established, 459 

project costs are within reason. However, when embarking on some projects, such as kinship 460 

estimation or the genetic basis of disease, sequencing and data generation costs are likely still 461 

beyond reach for most zoo or aquarium-based captive breeding programs. This is especially true 462 

when an entire population requires sampling or the whole genomes of many animals must be 463 

sequenced. Because there are limited funding sources for applied management projects that involve 464 

molecular work, a cost-benefit analysis should be completed prior to project initiation and, at least 465 

for formally managed captive breeding programs, a zoo or aquarium population biologist should be 466 

consulted. Throughout this paper and in Table 1, we have discussed situations where employing 467 

molecular data is likely to be beneficial. Evaluating the impact that molecular data will have on 468 

management will markedly help ensure favorable project outcomes, as project expectations will be 469 

clear from the outset. 470 

 471 

Conclusion  472 

With careful planning, the application of molecular data to zoo and aquarium collection 473 

management has the potential to improve the long-term sustainability of many captive populations. 474 

Here, our aim was to provide an overview of common situations in which molecular data can 475 

inform management. Similar to Shafer et al. (2014), who outlined challenges to applying genomics 476 

to in situ conservation programs, we also highlighted gaps between data generation and their 477 
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ultimate application. Although we focused on a variety of situations in which molecular data might 478 

inform management, there are other arenas that fall outside our current focus in which zoo and 479 

aquarium collections could benefit from molecular studies (e.g., adaptation to captivity and 480 

population fitness). Still, we believe this review and synthesis of molecular techniques will provide 481 

a valuable tool that can aid the community in avoiding common pitfalls that result in project failure 482 

or ineffective integration of molecular results into management.  483 

The success of projects that seek to use molecular data to inform collection management depends on 484 

a variety of factors. For the zoo and aquarium community, successful projects are particularly 485 

reliant on the formation of good collaborations and the effective dissemination of results. The right 486 

collaboration with an academic or commercial laboratory can ensure project success by providing 487 

necessary expertise and infrastructure. As research continues, further innovations in methodologies 488 

for generating molecular data and incorporating that data into management are expected and some 489 

of the challenges detailed here, such as DNA quality and sequencing cost, may be reduced or even 490 

obsolete in the future. As zoos and aquariums begin to look more to molecular data to improve 491 

management, the types of analyses we have described will likely become easier, quicker and more 492 

cost effective as more infrastructure, greater expertise and collaborations outside of zoos and 493 

aquariums are developed. This in itself will provide new and more opportunities. The use of 494 

molecular data to improve zoo and aquarium collection management will not, alone, solve the 495 

community’s sustainability crisis. However, it is one tool that we speculate will become 496 

increasingly commonplace. Understanding limitations where they exist and the best practices in its 497 

use will therefore help ensure the successful utilization of molecular data in the future. 498 
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Box 1. Molecular Markers 

The term “molecular marker” is a broad phrase used to describe different means of assessing a 

DNA sequence. Here, we focus on those molecular markers that are currently pertinent to the 

management of zoo and aquarium populations. 

Mitochondrial Sequences 

Most DNA is contained within a cell’s nucleus and equally inherited from both the sire and the dam 

(paternal and maternal inheritance, respectively). Mitochondrial DNA however, is extranuclear and 

only maternally inherited (in most vertebrates). Mitochondria are small, complete, haploid  genomes 

(consisting of a single set of chromosomes) and are plentiful in cells. Mitochondrial sequences are 

among the easiest and least expensive type of molecular marker to assay but they have limited 

applications. Due to their high mutation rate, they are especially useful for species and lineage 

identification (“barcoding”) but may need to be used in tandem with microsatellites or SNPs (see 

below) to fully resolve uncertain taxonomy. 

Microsatellites 

Also known as short tandem repeats (STRs) or simple sequence repeats (SSRs), microsatellites are 

nuclear DNA sequences that consist of a series of two to four repeated nucleotides (e.g. 

ACAACAACA contains three repeats of ACA). The number of repeats that individuals possess 

varies, with each variation considered an allele, and the number of alleles found across a population 

can range from one (monomorphic) to dozens (polymorphic). Relative to other markers, 

microsatellites tend to provide much more information per marker assayed (due to being highly 

polymorphic) and are thus useful for parentage analyses, empirical estimates of kinship, and 

estimates of genetic diversity. However, if a population is inbred, microsatellites become much less 

informative and therefore can have limited use in zoo and aquarium populations that lack genetic 

diversity. Microsatellites are relatively inexpensive to assay once they have been developed for a 
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particular species, although initial assay development requires substantial resources. Established 

assays for related species can sometimes be adapted for use in a new target species, but cross-

species applications are not always successful. 

SNPs 

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are nuclear DNA sequence variations at a single 

nucleotide. They are typically biallelic (i.e. only two variants or alleles are present across a 

population), but could have three or, rarely and at most, four variants. Thus, each SNP contains little 

information and many SNPs (hundreds or thousands) are required for most meaningful analyses. 

High density SNP assays with low error rates can be achieved through technology available today, 

but analyses require notable bioinformatics resources to process vast amounts of data. Major 

advantages of SNPs, due to their biallelic nature, include being simple to interpret and occurring 

across the entire genome. Their high genomic resolution makes them especially useful for pedigree 

and kinship analyses, species delineations, and identification of hybridized individuals. Finally, 

single nucleotide mutations are often contributors to disease and therefore SNPs also can sometimes 

be used for diagnostic medical testing. 

Introns 

Introns are DNA sequences that occur within genes, but they do not code for proteins and can be 

selectively neutral (i.e. not under natural selection). Like microsatellites (above), introns are 

relatively inexpensive to assay once they have been developed for a particular species, but initial 

assay development requires both substantial resources and notable bioinformatics skills. Of the 

molecular markers listed here, they are likely the most challenging to develop. The most plausible 

way introns might be applied to zoo and aquarium collection management is through taxonomic 

identification, although alternative markers listed here are more apt to be utilized.  
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Whole Genome Sequencing 

Whole genome (WG) studies utilize the fully sequenced genomes of individuals. Before any 

analyses of individuals can be initiated however, a ‘reference’ genome for the target species must be 

developed. This is a computationally intensive task that requires significant bioinformatics 

resources. Once a reference genome has been assembled, depending on the aim of further analyses, 

it must be annotated to identify and document genes and their functions. With a complete reference 

genome in place, additional individual genomes can be assembled much more quickly and easily. 

Applications using WG sequencing include detection of adaptive genes and mutations underlying 

disease using genome-wide association studies (GWAS). WG sequencing is likely an excessive 

analysis for the majority of scenarios in which zoos and aquariums wish to utilize molecular data.   
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Box 2. Inbreeding and Small Populations 

Inbreeding results when two related individuals mate and produce offspring. Closely related 

individuals share more alleles with each other than with less related individuals, therefore the 

genetic diversity contained within individuals is reduced in inbred offspring. Inbreeding is 

detrimental to zoo and aquarium populations because genetic diversity is correlated with fitness 

(David, 1998; Chapman, Nakagawa, Coltman, Slate & Sheldon, 2009). Reductions in fitness due to 

inbreeding might manifest as lower survival rates, smaller clutch or litter sizes, lower hatch or birth 

weights, decreased disease resistance, or lower reproductive success rates.  An example of the 

negative correlation between inbreeding and survival has been shown in captive okapis, where 

increased inbreeding results in higher juvenile mortality rates (De Bois, Dhondt & Van 

Puijenbroeck, 1990). Inbreeding also increases the probability that an individual gets two copies of 

disease-causing or lethal alleles. As individuals within a small, closed population, such as many zoo 

and aquarium populations, become more related to each other over subsequent generations, the 

average level of inbreeding among individuals increases as the population’s gene diversity 

decreases.  Although population managers aim to limit inbreeding in captive breeding programs, 

within a closed population with no imports, average levels of inbreeding will always increase over 

time.  

Inbreeding within zoo and aquarium populations presents special considerations for addressing 

management questions with molecular data. Here, we highlight the impact of inbreeding on 

molecular marker choice. 

Molecular Marker Choice 

Whereas the typical marker of choice for a particular molecular analysis (e.g., resolving unknown 

parentage) may work well in relatively diverse, wild populations, inbred populations frequently 

require alternative approaches. For example, microsatellites are an appropriate choice for many 
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analyses because they have high variability (i.e., many alleles) within non-inbred populations, 

which makes them very informative. However, using small numbers of microsatellites can easily 

become uninformative within inbred populations because the probability of diversity at any one 

microsatellite is dramatically reduced. Larger numbers of microsatellites could be used to 

compensate for reduced diversity at each locus, but this is rarely time or cost effective and the 

maximum number of microsatellites that can be assayed across a genome is limited. A preferred 

approach is to use high density markers such as SNPs. Methods to generate SNPs can quantify 

diversity across an entire genome, resulting in hundreds or thousands of informative markers for 

analyses.   
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 Table 1. A summary of common management topics for which zoos and aquariums might employ molecular data.  

Management Topic Sampling Requirements Suggested Marker Limitations 

Taxonomic 
Delineation or 
Identification 

if reference data on wild population are 
available, sample only individuals of interest; 
otherwise, extensive sampling across wild 
population plus individuals of interest are 
required 

SNPs 
mitochondrial sequencing 

ability to delineate meaningful 
taxonomic units is not always possible; 
extensive wild and captive sampling 
may be necessary 

Hybridization 

if reference data for all potential hybrid sources 
are available, sample only individuals of 
interest; otherwise, extensive sampling across 
all potential hybrid sources plus individuals of 
interest are required 

SNPs 
the deeper in a pedigree a 
hybridization event occurred, the more 
difficult it becomes to detect 

Parentage Analysis individuals of interest and all potential parents microsatellites 
SNPs 

inbred populations require dense 
nuclear markers (SNPs); samples from 
all potential parents are necessary for 
parental exclusion methods 

Estimating Kinship most or all individuals across a population SNPs dense nuclear markers are needed; 
large sampling effort required 

Disease Heritability moderate to large sets of individuals that do 
and do not exhibit disease whole genome sequencing 

obtaining a sufficient number of 
samples and excluding non-genetic 
factors is challenging 

Disease Testing individuals of interest specialized assays 
requires previous identification of 
genomic region(s) associated with 
disease 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Hypothetical pedigrees characterized by a) shallow and b) deep structures. Squares represent 

males and circles represent females; ‘w’ denotes wild caught individuals, who are typically assumed to be 

unrelated to one another for management purposes; ‘?’ denotes an unknown sire or dam. Grey shapes 

denote currently living individuals; and shapes with large vertical hashes denote living individuals with 

incomplete ancestries. 

Figure 2. The workflow involved in applying molecular data to the management of zoo and aquarium 

populations. 
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Figure 1. 
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Figure 2 

 

 Management 
Impacts

•Define the management question.
•Identify potential managment impacts given possible outcomes.
•Consult with a zoo or aquarium population biologist.

Feasibility

•Estimate cost requirements.
•Evaluate timeframe for sample collection and anlaysis.
•Identify expertise needed for analyses.

Sampling effort

•Select informative individuals to sample.
•Complete institutional research or sample request forms.
•Obtain correct sample type for analysis.

Data Generation 
And Analyses

•Ensure appropriate molecular marker is selected for analysis.
•Develop clear expectations for project outcomes.

Incorporation into 
Mangement

•Review results with a zoo or aquarium population biologist.
•Evaluate potential managment impacts given results.
•Implement managment changes.


